
Dear Parents, 
 
This week, our topic was about Opposites. The children learned the meaning of opposite: it is 
the contrary to a thing. We made a game using puzzle pictures showing opposites; each child 
was given a picture and he had to find the opposite (for example: dry/wet, night/day, 
up/down). We also played "Simon says do the opposite", it was a litte hard as our nice children 
will never do the opposite of what their teachers ask them to do: they are well educated! 
 
They also learned about the letter P, they practiced writing the letter and they guessed words 
starting with the letter P. 
 
We had a big surprise when we went back to the garden on Monday: the peppers are showing 
up! in Rainbow 1, we counted 4 green peppers and in Rainbow 2, we counted 14! Also, 
something strange happened: Rainbow 2 was supposed to grow round red peppers but we 
could observed that the peppers have a long shapes and are green!!!  
 
The projects were the following: the children traced the letter P and colored inside in red, they 
pasted yellow stripes and red circles of paper to make a Pizza. On a construction paper, they 
drew a sun and the sky on one half of the paper and color the night on the other half adding 
stars or drawing the moon. They traced both hands, the right and the left and colored them. 
Finally, playing with Play-Doh, they made the letter P. 
 
For story time, we read book about opposites: "A Garden of Opposites" "Black?, White! Day?, 
Night!, "The Book of Opposites" "Big Brown Bear's Up and Down Day", and "Opposite Surprise". 
 
Tips for the weekend: learning to write requires good fine motor skills: keep practicing at home: 
Play-Doh, Play-Doh!!!! 
 
Student of the week reminder: 
Due on 03/01/21 : Gloria Sauri and Sophie Sparaga 
 
Quote for the week:  
- “The opposite of love is not hate, it's indifference. The opposite of art is not ugliness, it's 
indifference. The opposite of faith is not heresy, it's indifference. And the opposite of life is not 
death, it's indifference.” ― Elie Wiesel  
 
 
Have a great Weekend! 
 
Mrs. Miriam & Mrs. Murielle 


